
Constant Voltage LED Driver

VD200CB (-S)/ VD400CB-S

Introduction

VD200CB / VD400CB is AC powered dimmable constant voltage output LED 
driver. It can receive Casambi command and drive 24V constant voltage LED 
luminaires. 

Besides on/off and dimming function, the dimming speed, output PWM 
frequency can be adjusted from the Casambi app. With the external antenna, the 
wireless communication is more stable and can be connected at long range. 
There’s also IP67 waterproof option for outdoor application.

Installation

24V constant voltage driver

High power with small size

External antenna, long range

High efficiency, high power factor

Waterproof option

Multiple feature programmable

Features

Wiring Diagram

2. Connect the driver’s output cable to LED, connect red cable to positive and 
black cable to negative. Make sure the cable is well connected and insulated.

1. Make sure the LED luminaire is 24V constant voltage type and the rated 
power is in range of drivers power rating.

3. Cut off AC power and connect the driver’s input cable to AC, connect brown 
cable to ‘L’, blue cable to ‘N’ and yellow/green cable to ground. Make sure the 
cable is well connected and insulated.

CAUTION:
Do not connect the DC output power cable to AC power!

Casambi Smart

Change PWM frequency

The output driving PWM frequency can be adjusted on the setting page. Please 
open the setting page of the driver on the app, find the 'PWM frequency' in 
PARAMETERS section, and tap this item (Fig.1). The PWM frequency can be 
adjusted in range of the list. Please select the desired frequency (Fig.2).  

The PWM frequency option is for solving flicker or audible noise issues for some 
application. To ensure more stable working, please do not set to high frequency if 
no noise or flicker issues occurred. 

Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3



Specification

Model VD200CB(-S) VD400CB-S

Rated max power 200W 400W

Input power AC 100-240V

Output voltage DC 24V, PWM mode

Power factor ＞0.98＠110V, ＞0.94＠220V

Efficiency ＞93%＠full load

PWM frequecy 500Hz, 1KHz, 2KHz, 4KHz

Fading speed 6 levels, from direct to very slow

Working temperature -20~50°C

Water proof IP63 standard, IP67 for -S version IP67

Dimension 61.5x138x39mm  90x163x44mm

2. Type in the desired current value for the slave driver in the dialog box (Fig.5).

After this operation, the current value will be set to the slave driver. Please be 
noted, only activated slave driver will accept the valid current value within it’s rated 
current range.

3. Connect power of the target slave driver to this master driver, and tap OK 
within 10 seconds. If the slave driver was already powered on, please cut it’s power 
and power on again to activate it.

The output current of slave driver connected to this model can be changed in 
range of 100mA-1400mA from the app. User can setup the activated slave driver’s 
current by type in value. The activated slave driver will accept the current value in it’s 
rated range. 

To change the slave driver’s output current,  please operate with following steps:

1. Open the setting page of the master driver on the app, find the 'Set current for 
activated slave' in PARAMETERS section, and tap this item (Fig.3).

Change fading speed

The on/off fading speed can be adjusted on the setting page. Please open the 
setting page of the driver on the app, find the 'fading speed' in PARAMETERS 
section, and tap this item (Fig.1). The fading speed can be adjusted in range of the 
list. Please select the desired speed (Fig.3).  
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